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Paral-lel is an annual expositive project, managed by students
from ETSID (UPV) that will be exhibited during Milán Design
Week 2019.
This year, fifth Paral-lel edition is directed towards office spaces.
Given that in the middle of the digital transformation, the way in
which work is understood is changing, a singular methodology
called smartworking has appeared. This new way of work is based
in giving to the employee every single tool which is necessary to
achieve their maximum professional performance.
Paral-lel 5 brings together 7 auxiliar pieces of furniture, inspired
in new work meanings, fostering reflection about the concept
and the space. The projects lay down on the four main features
of smart working: cooperation, time flexibility, movility and new
technologies. Every design focuses on a specific environment and
solves the arosen necessities in an efficient way.

Alt 54

Fran Pérez | Alicia Simón
Alt54 fosters a neat and organised workspace. It makes the most
of the space under the desk for keeping personal objects which
could become an annoyance on the desk. This way, it promotes
productivity and organisation in spaces with little room.
It´s design is simply useful. Its slenderness makes it able to fit
into reduced spaces and its height is perfect for every desk.
Furthermore, its minimalistic design fits in every kind of space.
This, along with it´s wheels, make Alt54 a versatile and useful
occasional piece of furniture.

Aureal

Loly Blanco | Maria Pilar Caldú | Pau Martínez
Aureal is born from the musician’s need to use a mirror during the
practise. They require a high muscular and posture control, as they
spend long time studying and must have a strong proprioception
in order to avoid injury.
Aureal is distinguished by its continuous and simple shape,
generating the impression of a whole. The ethereal colour on its
structure makes it able to conceal in every space without being
unnoticed though. The mixture of rigid and flexible surfaces,
and the lively colours in some of its details, provide personality
and engagement to this furniture.

Doku

Erik Martínez | Julián Soria
Doku is an auxiliary piece of furniture for co-working spaces
that combines functionality and design. This storage furniture
integrates the wheels as part of the design, emphasizing its
transport function. The design of the opening allows the user
to transport the furniture and the objects inside in a safe and
ergonomic way. As a detail, the lines engraved on mobile parts
of the furniture represent the necessary connections to
guarantee success within a workspace.

Gaia

Mike Fernández | Laura Virués
Gaia is a folding occasional table, designed to offer more space
at work. With a simple and functional design, it offers versatility
and organisation. Its morphology is compact and light. This consists
of two aligned wooden boards, which along with a metallic shelf
provides the necessary surface to place the work materials.
A characteristic mechanism supplies Gaia’s personality and
achieves that both boards can fold easily, as well as it offers the
auxiliar and customized support which is claimed.

Naked

Ana Albert | Diego Cayuelas | Claudia Vanacloig
Naked is a portable piece of furniture designed for nomad inventives
who don´t work in stablished places. The usable space is divided
into three different areas, comparable to the composition
of every creative’s identity.
It allows to easily transport the necessary objects which form the
workspace. Furthermore, once one is working, it functions as an
organizative panel where all the necessary is found visible,
accessible and tidied.

Plus

Lamis Fawaz | Chaofan Qiu | Chenxu Ruan
Plus is an office trolley with a minimal and gracious design.
The composition of its neutral and pink hues provide calm to
the workspace. It is easy to move and is thought
to be used in large spaces.
This trolley is composed by round trays which make its use easier
to everybody simultaneously and comfortably. The smaller trays
have a simple mechanism that makes it possible both to spin
them and to pull them out. Meanwhile, the inferior trays
are fixed and allow to keep bulky objects.

Sublimic

David Gutiérrez | Josep Herrero
Sublimic is an occasional table for household coffee machines.
It is designed to be used during breaks in professional environment.
It is composed by a simple bent tube structure, where the wooden
body is accommodated. The aforesaid body has a drawer specially
designed to keep coffee capsules. Furthermore, this furniture
offers three useful accesories, manufactured in metal sheet: a tray
for transporting the coffee, a cups dispenser and a bin for trash.
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